
Art Lesson Plan by Masha Fathi 

Lessons Structure:  

Note1: The pace of class and content coverage in each session is completely flexible and can be as adjusted to slow, moderate or fast 

depending on student desire and time. 

Note 2: The divisions below that are each highlighted in different colors are just based on different subject. Therefore there is no need for 

each topic for example (basics of drawing) to be fully completed in one class, it can be spread in as many classes as the student want. 

1-  Basics of Drawing;  

a. Simple shapes in different views and angles,  

b. Addition of light source and shading 

c. Drawing from a Model still life ( for example a Wooden Bird House I will bring to class) 

d. Breaking down the object to basic geometrical shapes 

e. Creating an outline drawing 

f. Adjusting the drawing for accurate proportions 

g. Addition of shading  

h. Creating shapes of object with 3D effect 

i. Exploring different viewpoints in 3D drawing 

j. Experimental explorations 

i. Using a negative image, shadowing with white chalk on brown paper 

 

2- Starting to Sketch; ( Recommended to have a sketchbook) 

a. Experimentation with mark making with different materials such as pencils, chalks, crayons, color 

markers,….creating different textures and lines with various thicknesses 

b. Exploring a personal creative space to experiment for fun and without fear in your sketch book 

c. Reviewing various sketching examples of the still life subject above (ie; a small wooden bird house)  

i. Playfulness and experimentation (i.e.; doodling, loose drawing…) 

ii. Including surroundings in your drawing,  

iii. Adding elements of the surrounding environment to the drawing 

iv. Incomplete shapes so that viewer can use their imaginations to complete the work 

v. Introduction to abstraction; experimentation for changing colors, dimensions, forms, … 

vi. Integration of subject with its surrounding; beginning of painting! 

vii. Viewing and talking about some interesting works of art by well known artists  

 

3- Introduction to Color, form and Composition/Principles of 2D design 

a. Learning the color wheel and mixing color, practicing mixing colors 

b. Learning how to create a balanced composition/ principles of 2D design 

c. Learning about various types of contrasts 

 

4- Introduction to major painting styles and review of examples of works of art 

a. Realism; review examples, let’s learn how to make something in this style 

b. Impressionism, review examples, let’s learn how we can make something in this style 

c. Post Impressionism, let’s learn how we can make something in this style 

d. Cubism, let’s learn how we can make something in this style 

e. Surrealism, let’s learn how we can make something in this style 

f. Abstract Expressionism , let’s learn how we can make something in this style 

g. Review of other styles (Dada, Pop Art…) 

 



5- Beginning of painting (You can choose your subject or bring an interesting still life, alternatively I will 

always bring a new model-still life) 

a. You can choose your own favourite sketch from your practice sketchbook 

b. Learning how to creative a painting with acrylic on stretched canvas from your favourite subject 

and sketch studies you have done on it 

i. Establishing your composition 

ii. Creation of under painting and gradual layering 

iii. Learning the brush works and application of paint on canvas 

iv. Studying with different subjects each week and discussions  

6- Advanced painting (Optional to continue if there is interest) 

a. Exploring and developing your own style!! With inspiration from your most favourite artists  

 

 

Materials: 

For First class: I will bring materials 

For 2nd class: Conte chalks (black, white and brown), color pastels, color markers, drawing pencils (2B, 4B, 6B..), 

color pens, sketch book, or sketching pads ( white and brown craft) 

For 3rd class: A set of acrylic paint of primary colors (red, blue, yellow) and black and white, brushes and stretched 

canvas of medium size ( for color mixing session inexpensive material from Dolorama is OK) 

For 4th class: Bring better quality acrylic paint for primary colors and black and white (such as Amsterdam brand 

tubes or any other brand) and acrylic painting brushes of different sizes from Curry’s art supplies and stretched 

canvas of size of size 16”x 20”  

 

Art Supplies Stores:  

Curry’s Artists’ Materials 

1- 283 Dundas St. W, Open Until 8pm 

2- 1153 Queen St. W, Open Until 9pm 

DeSerres 

1- 124 Eglinton Ave We, open until 8pm 

2- 1556 Danforth Ave, open until 7 

3- 130 Spadina Ave, Open until 7 pm 

 

 

 


